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THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF FLUELLITE.
AlzPO4Fr(OH).7HrO
BnraN B. Guvr aNl G. A. Jolrnov, The Crystallography
Laboratory, The Uniaers,ityof Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213.
ABSTRAcT
The crystal structure of the mineral fluellite has been determined with the use of threedimensional r-ray photographic data. The composition, previously reported as that of an
aluminum hydroxy-fluoride monohydrate, was found to be AlzPOrFz(OH).7H:O. The
presence of phosphorus in the structure was confirmed by electron microprobe analysis.
The space group is Fdd.d.with unit cell dimensions a:8.546, b:11.222 and c:21.158 A,
and Z:8. The phase problem was solved by the interpretation of a multiple minimum
Patterson function and of its convolution with the original Patterson synthesis. The final
R-factor for 468 observed reflections is 0 12. The structure is that of infinite chains of
corner-sharing [AIF2.O4.HB 5] octahedra linked through [POr] tetrahedra, forming channels which contain water molecules The water molecules and hydroxyl ions are hydrogenbonded in a way which permits proton configurational alternatives. Of the four oxygen
atoms in the alurrinum octahedra, two are shared with the [PO+] tetrahedra and the other
two are statistically one quarter that of a hydroxyl ion and three quarters that of a water
molecule.

INrnooucrroN
The mineral fluellite has been describedfrom only a limited number of
localities, chiefly in southern England and Germany, where it occurs in
small quantities in granitic regions as minute dipyramidal crystals lining
cavities or veins. It was originally named and describedin 1824by L6vy,
who observed it on qlrartz associatedwith fluorite, wavellite, arsenopyrite and torberite. No quantitative chemical tests were attempted on the
small amounts of material available, and L6vy only reported the presence
of aluminum and fluorine. No further chemical data were presenteduntil
1882 when Groth recorded the following percentage composition; F
56.25,Al 27.62,Na 0.58, H2O by difference15.5, and proposedthe formula AIFa.HzO.In1920, Laubmann and Steinmetzdescribeda mineral,
kreuzbergite, from the Oberpfalz, Bavaria, occurring with phosphosiderite and strengite. It was describedas an aluminum phosphate chiefly
on the basis of crystal morphology and its association with other hvdrated aluminum phosphates.Severalfurther reports of kreuzbergite followed, and Larsen and Berman (1934) noted the similarity of this mineral with fluellite. In 1940, Scholz and Strunz carried out qualitative
chemical tests on kreuzbergite and concluded that is was the same as
fluellite. They obtained only 1 to 2 per cent of phosphorusby precipitation as the ammonium phosphomolybdate. X-ray powder data confirmed
1 Present address: Dept. of Geology and Geophysics, University
Australia.
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the structural similarity of the two minerals and small compositional discrepancieswere attributed to variation in the (OH) and F ionic ratio.
The name kreuzbergite was then discredited and a composition of
Al(F*.OHt-*)r.H2O, where x(1.0, was acceptedfor fluellite. Scholzand
Strunz postulated that fluellite is a secondary product formed when
pyrite breaks down with acid solutionsattacking fluoro-phosphates(e g.
apatite and triplite) and alumino silicates.Theonly additional data was
that of Palache, et al. (1951) who report a personal communication from
C. W. Wolfe on the cell dimensions and spacegroup.
The presentcrystal structure determinationwas undertakenin the belief that the mineral was a hydrate of aluminum fluoride, since several
such hydrates have been described,but the literature is somewhatcontradictory (cf Simons, 1950) and the monohydrate is unknown as a
laboratory product. We found that fluellite is a hydrated aluminum
fluoro-phosphate and believe that both minerals described as kreuzbergite and fluellite are in fact one species,with minor compositional variations. The difficulty in obtaining sufficient quantities of fluellite for detailed chemical analysis was presumably the principal factor causing the
confusion in composition.
Cnvsr.qr Der,q
The specimensof fluellitel that were selectedfor structure determination were small ((0.15 mm), colorless,dipyramidal crystals Iining the
surfaceof a somewhataltered granitic rock. Onl.vthe { 111} form was observed. The crystals have orthorhombic symmetry with o:8.546
+ 0 . 0 0 8 , b : 1 1 . 2 2 2 + 0 . 0 0 5 ,a n d c : 2 1 . 1 5 8 + 0 . 0 0 5 A , a n d V : 2 0 2 9 4 3 .
The measureddensity was D-:2.18 g. cm-3, in agreementwith the calculated value of D*:2.16 g. co-3, with the molecularformula, AI2PO4F2
(OH) .7HrO and Z:8. The spacegroup is uniquely determined as Fdd,d
from systematic absences,(hkl) with h+k, k,+1, l+h+2n; (0kl) with
(hjl) with klll4n;
(hkj) with hfkl4n;
k*ll4n;
and (/200),0ft0),
(001)with hl4n, kl4n and l+4n respectiveiy.The refractive indices
areor: l.a7 8 ; B : 1.490; r : 1.510, with a : a, ^y: c.
ExpBntltpNt,q,t

The unit cell dimensions were determined by diffractometer methods,
and the intensity data were recorded photographically with equi-inclinalion Weissenbergtechniquesusing CuKa radiation. The intensitieswere
eye-estimated,by comparison with a calibrated scale,from multiple-film
photographs for layers zero to eight about the b-axis and zero to fifteen
1 From Cornwall, England. Specimen (Catalogue No C1028) on loan from Smithsonian
lnstitution, Washington, D. C.
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about the c-axis.The 855 measuredreflectionswere assignedvaluesfrom
1 to 20,000and the conversionof intensitiesto structural amplitudeswas
carried out with a seriesof IBM 7070 programs (l,IcMullan, 1964)with
least squares correlation of the equivalent reflections occurring along
both the D and c-axes.Due to the spacegroup extinctions, only reflection
of the type ggg and uuu ate present, so that it was impossible to obtain
direct correlation between these two sets of data without information
from an oblique axis.However,because"even" and "oddt'layers were recordedalternately along both the 6 and c axes,a scalefactor of one could
be assumedbetween these sets of data without giving rise to errors significant enough to hinder the solution to the phase determination. This
scale factor was subsequently redetermined more precisely in the refinement stage of the structure deterrnination. The number of observed independent reflections was 468, representing approximately 83 per cent
of the limiting sphere for CuKa radiation. An additional 72 reflections
were recorded as unobserved and given intensity values of one half the
Iowestobservableintensity. Approximately 75 per cent of the unobserved
reflectionswere in the sin d range of 0.7 to 1.0. The Wilson statistical
method was used to place the observed structure factors on an absolute
basis and to obtain approximate isotropic temperature factors. No correction was made for absorptionsincethe value of trr.rwas about 1.0.The
crystal density was determined by flotation methods in a mixture of
bromoform and alcohol.
Tnr SrnucruRE DETERMTNATToN
Initially it was assumedthat the molecular formula was approximately
AlF3'H2O (with Z:24 or 32), although it was evident that this exact
stoichiometry was incompatible with the cell dimensions, density and
space group requirements. The presenceof phosphorus in the structure
was not suspecteduntil the bond distancesand electron density distributions indicated that not ail the cations could possibly be aluminum. The
true composition of the mineral was therefore unknown until after the
solution of the phase problem, when it was revealed in the processof the
refinement calculations.
An examination of the Harker sections of a three-dimensionalPatterson synthesissuggestedtwo alternatives for a pair of independent atoms:
these were the combinations oI the equivalent positions of 8(a) and 16(c)
or of 8(b) and 16(c). Assuming that the atoms were aluminums, combination (1) was selectedon the basis of a better agreementbetweenobserved and calculated structure factors, but further interpretation by inspection of the Patterson function was not possible. Difference Fourier
synthesis based on this partial structure revealed two lighter atoms, (4)
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and (5), in the 16(g) and 32(h) positions.The former correspondedto a
tetrahedral arrangement about the aluminum atoms at the eight-fold
(8a) position. The inclusion of these atoms resulted in little improvement
in the disagreementindex R, which was discouraging and further interpretation of the Fourier synthesiswas not possible.
The solution of the Patterson function was then approachedmore systematically using the method of multiple superposition of the vector
shifted function to calculate a minimum function (Buerger, 1951).
Vector shifts correspondingto the aluminum sites originally located were
made and a three-dimensional multiple minimum function (MMF) was
calculated,using the programs of Corfield (1965a) for the IBI{ 1620.
This function de.frnitelyconfirmed the position of the two sets of lighter
atoms obtained previously,i.e. (4) and (5). Further vector shifts involving these two atoms revealed a fifth set of atoms, (3) in the 32(h) positions. The combinations of the positions (3), (4) and (5) now completed
octahedral and tetrahedral arrangements of anions about the heavier
(supposedlyaluminum) atoms. Despite the fact that five out of six of the
symmetry independent atoms, (excluding hydrogens), had been located,
the R-factor was still high at 0.46 and further vector shifts failed to reveal addit-ional atomic positions. The original Patterson function was
then convolutedwith the I{NIF using the IBM 1620program of Corfield
(1965b),which computesthe value ).'p(r-r').o(r')
at various values of
r' over the unit cell, where p(r) and o(r) represent the two three-dimensional periodic functions (ai,z.the Patterson and MMF). The peaksfor the
two heavier atoms and the three lighter atoms were considerably sharpened and a new peak (6) appeared above the background. Structure
factor calculations with aluminum for the heavier atoms and oxygen or
fluorine for the lighter atoms reduced the R value to 0.35. The difference
Fourier synthesesthen indicated that all the atomic sites had probably
been located. The formula unit at this stage was thought to be either
A l a F 1 o ' ( H ) ' 4 H r O o r A l a F s O z . ( 3 H ) . 4 H r O ,s o a s t o a p p r o x i m a t e a s
closely as possible a hydrated aluminum fluoride, with the appropriate
number of hydrogen atoms necessaryto achieve neutrality at undetermined positions.
Tur Srnucruno RBlrNBlroNr
Full matrix least squaresrefinements of the structure were carried out
on the IBX{ 7090 using a modificationby Shiono (1965) of the program
by Busing et al. (1962). Four cyclesof refinement on the positional parameters and a scalefactor reduced R to 0.20, and a further four cycles on
the positional parameterswith'isotropic temperaturefactors and a different scalefactor for the ggg and uuu reflectionsloweredR to 0.15. The
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temperaturef actor for the aluminum atoms in the 8(a) positionsthen became negative. fnteratomic distance calculations showed that these
atoms had four neighborsat 1.55A, which was too short for Al-F or Al-O
distances.Difference Fourier synthesesalso suggestedthat there were
more electronsat thesesitesthan thoseassumedfor aluminum. Alternate
cations were therefore either silica or phosphorus,either of which could be
tetrahedrally coordinated to the four surrounding oxygen or fluorine
atoms. An electron microprobe analysis of the specimen for aluminum,
siliconand phosphorusshowedthat Si was entirely absent and AI and P
were estimated at 17 and 10 weight per cent respectively.These values
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Fro. 1. Electron density distribution of anions in fluellite. The distribution
F(5), is significantly different from that of the oxygens.

for fluorine,

agreedreasonably well with the theoretical 16.4per cent Al, by occupying
the (16c) sites, and 9.4 per cent P, by occupying the (8a) sites in the
structure.
With the introduction of phosphorus into the tetrahedral sites, there
was a further improvement in the structure factor agreement and the
P-O or P-F distancesof the surroundedtetrahedron were 1.52 A. Since
the [PFa]- ion is a very unlikely mineral ion (Wells, 1962,p.643), it was
assumed thzrt a phosphate group was present. The electron density distribution at the anion sites was then carefully examined in the threedimensionalFourier syntheses.A very similar distribution was observed
for atoms (3), (4) and (6), but atom (5) had a significantly sharper,and
greater electrondensity, as shown in Fig. 1. On this basis atoms (3), (4)
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and (6) were identified as oxygens and (5) as the fluoride ion. These assignmentsresulted in an improved electron density on the differencesynthesisas well as more appropriatetemperaturefactorsfor the cationsand
the fluoride ion. A sensibleformula and hydrogen-bonding schemecould
then be postulatedfor the structure consistentwith the compositionof
Al2PO4Fr(OH)'7HrO.One hydrogen atom was located directly on a final
differenceFourier synthesisin a 32(h) position between O(a) and O(6)
and this correspondedto four of the fifteen hydrogensin the formula unit
given above.
For the terminal cycles of least squaresrefinement, a correction for
anomalous dispersion for the AI and P atoms was included. Although
small, the fact that these atoms are in special positions appears to enhance the importance of this correction, which significantly improved the
electron density distributions and prevented some of the anisotropic temperature factors from becoming negative. The atomic parameters and
their standard deviations are listed in Table 1. The correspondingobserved and calculatedstructure factors are listed in Table 2.1 Only the
hydrogen atom H(7) on O(6), which was directly observed,is included
in these calculations.Eight reflectionshaving a high observedstructure
factor and poor agreementwith calculated values are marked**; they
were omitted from the final cycles of refinement. The final R-farctor was
0.12 for the observedreflectionsand 0.13 per cent including the unobserved values.
DBscntptroN oF THE Srnucrunr
Framework. The fluellite structure consists of octahedraliv and tetrahedrally coordinated cations in a rather open framework arrangement,
within which there are distinct channels containing hydrogen-bonded
water molecules.The aluminum atoms are situated at centers oI symmetry and are bonded octahedrally to two centro-svmmetricpairs of
oxygen atoms, and one pair of fluoride ions, O(3), O(3)', O(4), O(4)'and
F(5), F(5)'. These octahedra are connected by corner-sharingat the
fluoridesto form infinite chains along the [110] and [110] directions.The
chains with aluminum atoms atz:0 and I extend along [110] and alternate with those at 2:l and f which are in the [110]direction. The equert o r i a l p l a n e so f t h e o c t a h e d r aw h i c h c o n t a i n O ( 3 ) , O ( 3 ) ' a n d F ( 5 ) , F ( 5 ) '
are nearly perpendicular to the c-axis, with a small tilt so that the atoms
O(4), O(4)'at the apicesalternately approach and withdraw from each
l Table 2 has been deposited as Document No. 9117 with the American Documentation Institute, Auxiliary Publications Project, Photoduplication Service, Library of Congress, Washington 25, D. C. Copies may be secured by citing document number, and remitting $2.50 for photoprints or $1.75 for 35 mm microfilm. Advance payment is required.
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other along the direction of the chain, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The chains
of octahedraat adjacent levels are linked through a tetrahedral arrangement of oxygensO(4), O(4)", O(4)"', O(+;" about a central phosphorus
atom (seeTable 3). The shorter distancesbetweenthe apicesof adjacent
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Frc. 2. Projection of the anionic framework on to (001). The equatorial planes at a:0
and z:1 and the oxygen atoms at the apices of the octahedra are shown. Edges of phosphorus tetrahedra (thin lines) Iinking octahedral chains are indicated. A unit cell is outlined.
Broken lines: octahedra at z:0 and lower edge of tetrahedra; Solid lines: octahedra at
z: I and upper edge of tetrahedra; Open circles: Oxygens at base of octahedra; Solid circles:
Oxygens at top of octahedra.

octahedra which result from the tilt of the O+-O+axesform the edsesof
the tetrahedra.
The octahedraand tetrahedra of the structure are regular within 3o as
shown by the interatomic distancesand angles given in Table 3. The
mean Al-O, AI-F distance is 1.855 A, and it is interesting to note that
there is no distinction between the oxygensand the fluoride ions with respect to thesebond lengths.
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Estimated standard deviations in parentheses refer to the Iast decimal nosition reDorted.
Octahetlra

Tetraheilra

A1-O(3)1.868(s)
A
A1-O(4)1.847(s)
Al-F(s) 1.8s1(s)

p_o(4) 1.s30(3)
A
o(4)-p_o(4),, 109.8(2).
' 108.9(2)
o(4)-P-O(4)"
O(4)-p-o(4)/"109.s(2)

o(3)-41-O(4)
92.0(2)'
o(3)-A]-F(s)e2.s(2)
o(4)-Al-F(s) 88.7(2)
Channels

0(6)-0(6),
0(6)-0(3),
0(6)-0(3)"
0(6)-0(4),
o(6)-0(3)
",
o(6)-0(3)'"

Hyilrogens

2.688(8)
A
2.660(8)
2.708(8)
2.802(8)
3 .410(9)
3.sel(e)

A
o(4)_H(7)1.80(16)
o(6)_H(7)1.11(16)
r47.o(r2.0)"
o(4)_H(7)_O(6)

o(4)-0(6)-o(6), 110.8(3)"
o(3)'-o(6)-0(6), 100.s(3)
o(3)",o(6)-0(6), 124.6(3)
o(3)'-0(6)-o(4) 13s.7(3)
o(3)"-0(6)-0(4) e8.8(3)
o(3)'-0(6)-0(3),, 87.7(3)
Symmetry relations:
(3)

r, !,2

(3)' i-r, ily, t]-z
(3)" *, t-y, 1-z
(3)"' 1lr, -y, *lz
( 3 ) ' "i - r , y , l - z

(4)

\ !,2

(4)' i, ,, z
(4)',r, i-y, i-z
(4)"' f,-r, y, f,-z
( 4 ) , "! - r , ! - y , z

(6)

r, y, z

(6), *-r, y, I-z
(6),, I-*, I-y, il,
( 6 ) , , ,L * * , i * y , t - z

Channels.The framework of corner-linked [AIO4F2]octahedra and [POa]
t e t r a h e d r af o r m c h a n n e l si n t h e [ 1 1 0 ]a n d l 1 l 0 ] d i r e c t i o n sw h i c h c o n t a i n
the water molecules (or hydroxyl ions) corresponding to the O(6) atoms
in 32-fold (h) positions. These oxygensoccur in pairs, linked by one of the
shorter hydrogen bonds in the structure of 2.688 A, in the upper and
Iower regionsof thesechannels,as shown in Fig. 3. Their hydrogen-bond
coordinationis that of a distorted tetrahedron (Table 3). The O(6)-O(6)
bonds lie in the (010) plane, being nearly perpendicular to the c-axis and
directed towards the o-axis, as shown in Fig. 4. The remaining three
bonds from O(6) are to the framework structure, one to the O(4) and two
to the O(3). Each O(3) atom is thereby involved in hydrogenbonding to
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both pairs of channeloxygensthrough the iower oxygen in the upper region and the upper oxygen in the lower region. There are four channel
oxvgensper formula unit, and they participate in all fourteen hydrogen
bonds, either with each other or to the anionic framework. These fourteen distancesare between2.688 and,2.802A, as shown in Table 3. Since
fifteen protons are required to produce an electricallyneutral structure,
there is presumably one "free" hydrogen present which is not involved
in hydrogen-bonding.The shortest F-O distancesare those which form

.----------------.--[,io]
Frc. 3. [110] view of framework polyhedra and channel oxygen pairs. The bonding of the
0(6) atoms in indicated.

t h e e d g e so f t h e A l O a F ro c t a h e d r aw h i c h a r e 2 . 5 7 , 2 . 5 9 , 2 . 6 5a n d 2 . 6 9L .
These are normal non-bonding distancesand there is no evidencethat
the fluoride ions are involved as acceptorsin the hydrogen bonding in the
structure.
Hyd,rogenBondi.ng.With the reasonableassumption that the mineral is a
tertiar.v orthophosphate,O(4) will be a hydrogen-bond acceptor only
. H(7)-O(6) bonds per formula unit will have a
and the four O(4)
single proton location closerto 0(6) than O(a). This correspondsto the
longest O . . . . O hydrogenbond separationof 2.802L. There are then

1's89
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two possible sets of hydrogen atom configurations, depending upon
whether the hydroxyl ions are associatedwith the framework octahedra
or the channel oxygens. The proton configuration corresponding to the
formula {A12PO4Fz'3HrO'OH}4HrO,with the framework enclosedin the
brackets, is shown in Fig.5(a). All the other ten h1'drogenbonds can

0
I
I
a
I
I
I
a
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
a
I

o

o
t
I
a
a
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
a
I
I
I
I
I
I

o

Frc 4. Projection on to (001) of oxygen pairs in the upper and lower regions of a [1f0]
channel (outlined). Adjacent oxygens, 0(6), at z:007 (small solid circle) andatz:O-25
(large open circle) share O(3) oxygens of the framework. Oxygens at z:0 (small open circle)
and at z:0.32 (large solid circle) share O(3) oxygens with 0(6) atoms in [110] channels.
Broken line: Hydrogen bond between lower oxygen pair; Solid line: Hydrogen bond between upper oxygen pair.

then have a double potential minimum with a synchronized distribution
of the hydrogen atoms. The non-bondinghydrogen atom H(13)' would
be attached to one fourth of the O(3) framework oxygensin a statistical
random arrangement, being also synchronized locally with the donor/
acceptordistribution of the hydrogen bonds. There are reasonablepositions for this atom in the directionsof 0(6)" or 0(6)"' at 3.5 A away' as
shown in Fie. 6a which illustrates the O(3) environment' The anglesbe-
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t w e e n t h e O ( 3 ) - H ( 1 3b) o n d a n d t h e O ( 3 ) . . . O ( 6 ) h y d r o g e n - b o n d d i r e c tions for the coordinatesgiven in Table 1 and shown in Fig. 6a are 99"
and 103".
The alternative configuration, {AlrpO4Fr.4H2O}3HrO.OH, in which
the hydroxyl ions are located in the channels, permits the double minimum proton position for the 0(6) . . . 0(6) hydrogen bonds only, as
shown in Fig. 5b. This would thereforebe a configurationof lessresidual
entropy. The non-bonding hydrogen atom for this configuration is then

(b)

Fro' 5. schematic diagram for possible hydrogen bonding configuration in fluellite.
The non-bonding proton (not shown) is attached to the hydroxyl ions. (a) Hydroxyl ions
Iocated on framework o(3) oxygens statistically, o(3) atoms are 3H2o.oH and 0(6)
atoms 4H2o per formula unit. (b) Hydroxyl ions located in channels. statistically, o(3)
atorns are 4HzO and 0(6) atoms 3HeO'OH per formula unit. Large H: full proton position;
small H: fractional proton position; Alternative locations for hydrogens along a bond are
shown by solid circles.

Iocated on one of the four 0(6) atoms. A possible position is along the
0(6)...'O(3)"
d i r e c t i o n ,s u c h t h a t t h e O ( 6 ) - H b o n d w o u l d b e a t
anglesof about 65oto three of the four hydrogen bondsfrom O(6). This is
stereochemically less acceptable than that for the configuration 5a, as
shown in Fig. 6b. The observationthat the only hydrogen atom directly
locatedon the Fourier differencesynthesiswas that on O(6), which forms
the donor bond to the phosphateO(4), suggeststhat this is the only site
with unit weight for the hydrogen atoms and thus also favors the configuration 5a with only water moleculesin the channelsand the maximum
number of double minimum hydrogen bonds.
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(b)

Frc. 6. Stereographic projection showing location of the non-bonding hydrogen in
structure. (a) For configuration illustrated in Fig. 5a. An O(3) oxygen is at center of sphere
of projection. (b) For configuration in Fig. 5b The 0(6) oxygen is at center of sphere of
projection. The environment of the atom at center of the sphere of projection is illustrated
adjacent to the stereogram. Solid line: Hydrogen bonding linkages; Broken lines: Van der
Waal's contacts.

While it is possible that both sets of configurations representedby 5a
and 5b can exist in the structure with a tautomeric exchangesuch that it
is impossibleto distinguish whether the (OH)- ions are on the framework
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or in the channels,we believethat this is lesslikely than a structure with
only the water moleculesin the channels,on the basis of the evidence
presently available.
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